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RICH SETS

C. T. CHONG

Abstract. Let (V = L)a say that every bounded subset of a is an element of La.

We show that if ( V = L)„, then every X Ç a of order-type a is rich, in the sense

that every a-degree above that of X is represented by a subset of X.

Let a be an admissible ordinal. Following Jockusch [1] and Simpson [3], call a

set X Ç. a rich if every a-degree above that of X is represented by a subset of X.

Soare [4] produced a set A" Ç to with no subsets of higher Turing degree («-degree),

and Simpson [3] showed that every co-infinite nonrich set occupies a rather high

Turing degree—above those of hyperarithmetical sets. We show in this paper that

assuming a version of GödePs Axiom of Constructibility V = L, there are many a's

where every X C a of order type a is rich.

Let ( V = L)a denote the following statement. Every K ç a bounded below a is

an element of La (called a-finite). It can be seen that this is equivalent to saying

that a is a cardinal and La — Ha. Under this assumption, one has in particular that

every bounded co-sequence is a-finite. The following discussion then makes sense

under (V = L)a. Let C be a subset of a and let [Cf denote the collection 'of

a-bounded subsets of C of order type co. For each o < a of cofinality co, choose an

a-finite increasing sequence {sa„}„<u such that limn_Ki) sa¡n = o. As there exists an

a-recursive well-ordering of La, the map a h» {san}n<a can be made partial

a-recursive. Let P Q [af be the a-recursive set consisting of all increasing co-

sequences {x„}n<a such that if a = limn^(J xn, then x„ > san for all n. Call C ÇZ a

homogeneous for P if C is of order type a and [Cf Ç P or [Cf n P = 0.

Lemma (( V = L)a). There is no set C homogeneous for P.

Proof. Let C ç a be homogeneous for P. Then clearly [Cf ç P, since if

{cn}n<u is any increasing co-sequence in [C]" with limit o, there is always a

subsequence {c'„}n<u of {c„}n<0> such that c'„ > son for all n. Then {c'„}n<u is an

element of [C]" n P. On the other hand, choose two increasing sequences {xn}„<0J

and {ym}m<a in icT such that xn <ym for all m, n. Write a = lim,,^, xn and

t = Hmm_Mym. Then as [Cf Ç P we have x„ > ion and vm > iTm for all n, m. As

C is of order type a, it is possible to pick x„'s and.ym's so that o <t. There is then

an ntQ such that j > x„ for all n. Now let {zj}J<u be in [C]w such that Zj = x, for

all j < m0 and z, = v^ otherwise. Then lim,^ Zj = t and {zj}j<u is not in P,

contradicting the homogeneity of C.
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Remark. The above argument actually shows that there is no homogeneous set

of order type w • 2.

Theorem ((V = L)a). If A is of order type a, then A is rich.

Proof. Let P be as defined above. By Lemma 1.1, A is not homogeneous for P.

For each v<a, pick two increasing sequences {x^}n<u{ym)m<u satisfying the

following.

(i) hm„_ x„" <y» and {x„"} G P, {y^} <£ P,

(ii) lim,^ y£ < x0" for all p < v.

From the proof of the Lemma, it can be seen that these sequences can be picked

a-recursively in A. Indeed at every stage v, if x„M, y* are all less than z (for all

p < v), then the ordinals xn" and y£ can be selected from among the first w • 3

elements of A n [u\z < u < a). As A is of order type a, the process of selection of

sequences will never end at any stage before a.

Now let B >a A. We will construct C, a subset of A, such that B and C have the

same degree.

Stage 0. Let C° = 0.

Stage v>0. Let C= {x„"} if vG B and let C= { y^} if v$B.

SetC = U C,v<a.

Clearly C is a subset of A. We claim that B and C have the same degree. Take an

a-finite set K. Let v be the least ordinal r/ such that sup{z|z G K) < min C. Then

# Ç C if and only if AT Ç (J C, p < v. Now use B to decide whether p is in B

for each fi < v. For each decision thus made, use A to determine elements of C.

Then ^ © 5 together provide information about K. But A <a B, and therefore

C <a B. Now fix u< a. To decide whether u is in B, it is sufficient to know

whether C" is in P. As .P is a-recursive, it is enough to know that C is. But C is

precisely the nth «-sequence in the natural ordering of elements of C. It follows

that B <a C. Thus B and C have the same degree and thus A is rich.

The above result no longer holds in general if we allow A to be of order type less

than a. As an example, take a singular cardinal a of cofinality k. Let A Ç. a be of

order type k.UC C A, the set K = {v\v < k and the i»th element of A is in C} is

bounded below a and hence a-finite (under V = L). Clearly C <aA via the

parameter set K. Furthermore, there are sets A all of whose a-infinite sets are of the

same a-degree. Thus let/: ic^obea strictly increasing cofinality function. Fix an

X >af. Let A = {a(i')|A' n fiv) = Ka(lf)}, where {^p}p<a is an a-recursive enu-

meration of a-finite sets and a(v) is the least p such that X n fiv) = Kp. It is easy

to check that A =„ X. Now A is of order type k and therefore, by the above, every

subset of A is a-recursive in A. On the other hand, let C be an a-infinite subset of

A. Then X < a C and so A < « C. (R. A. Shore informed us that J. Stillwell in his

thesis [5] had observed this phenomenon when a = Hu and A = {Njn < «}.)

Remark. Soare [4] used a weak version of the partition relation w-»(w)w to

prove the existence of a set with no subsets of higher Turing degree. As even weak

versions of infinite partition relations of the type a -» (a)" contradicts the Axiom of

Choice (AC) for a > w (cf. Kleinberg [2]), it will be interesting to see if Soare's
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result holds under an assumption consistent with AC. On the other hand, Martin

has shown that the Axiom of Determinacy (AD) implies N, -»(N,)"1, so it would

appear that perhaps, assuming AD, Soare's result could be lifted to N,. But the use

of Nj-choice, known to contradict N, -» (N,)*1, seems to be necessary. The possibil-

ity of such a generalization therefore remains uncertain.
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